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Article 1: Purposes of the Organization 

i- The Sunderland Union Society is defined as an events and debating society 
modelled on those established at Cambridge, Durham and Oxford.  

ii- Its fundamental purpose is to invite speakers to the city wherever possible, and to 
organize events of interest which can include but is not limited to: 
a.  debates  
b.  dinners and dances 
c.  similar activities with the intention of informing, uplifting or entertaining 

iii- The Sunderland Union’s fundamental commitment is to Sunderland and its 
people. The organization unequivocally supports the regeneration, revival and 
expanded relevance of the city both regionally, nationally and worldwide 

iv- The Sunderland Union rejects the elitist and upper-class nature of its counterpart 
organizations, and strives to deliver the same product with a view to all people in 
respect to the city’s working-class heritage 

v- The Sunderland Union is a non-profit organization that shall utilize its funds 
only to further its work. 
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Article 2: General Policies 

 
I- The Sunderland Union is an apolitical and non-partisan organization. It does not 

endorse, either directly or indirectly, any political party, government or any form 
of political organization. An invitation to speak in turn, does not constitute an 
endorsement.  
a. Likewise, the personal views or political affiliations of members or staff do not 

constitute an official position of the Sunderland Union Society as an 
institution, and it cannot be held for liable for such. 

II- The above procedure is also applied in respect to religious organizations. The 
Sunderland Union Society decrees itself as a secular institution and is not 
affiliated with any respective faith. 

III- In hosting events and speakers, the Sunderland Union advocates a firm policy of 
freedom of speech, which is to be applied equally and fairly. The society takes 
impartiality seriously, and is willing to host all reasonable political views and 
outlooks from across the spectrum accordingly from those who are in objective 
good standing, including speakers who may be deemed “controversial” in any 
respect. 
a. “Reasonable” is defined here as views which are constructive, logical and 

well argued, regardless of the opinions of others. The threshold for 
unreasonable is defined here as views or actions which are so extreme it goes 
beyond a simple question of free speech. 

b. “Objective good standing” is defined here as not political views, but personal 
conduct.  

IV- The Sunderland Union Society nonetheless reserves the right to choose who it 
shall and shall not invite accordingly and in turn, its selection process and internal 
discussions are to remain confidential.  

V- As per the above, the society also shall make it a general guideline not to succumb 
to public or external pressure in respect to who it may or may not choose to invite. 
a. However, in exceptional circumstances and if it is deemed absolutely 

necessary to do so as a last resort, the executive committee may by a 
consensual and unanimous agreement, vote to revoke an invitation. In doing 
so, it must provide a clear public statement as to why.  
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Article 3: Governance Structure 

I- The Sunderland Union Society shall be headed by an executive committee who 
shall manage its day-to-day affairs. This committee shall consist of: 
a. The President, as per tradition 
b. Treasurer 
c. Events Officer 
d. Secretary  
e. Membership Officer 
f. Trustee 

II- The executive committee shall meet regularly, and stay in contact frequently, 
utilizing social media in order to liaise swiftly and effectively on matters 
pertaining to the society. 

III- The President of the Sunderland Union Society is its formalized leader and 
figurehead. As such, he or she is expected to represent the organization publicly 
and help shape its direction. The President is expected to be a mature, calm, 
dignified, visionary individual of good character, knowing that the society’s 
fortunes depend on his or her performance. The President should attend and lead 
the events of the society. 

IV- The Treasurer is to oversee the finances of the Sunderland Union Society in 
conjunction with the Trustee. The treasurer will be expected to open and operate a 
bank account for the association, keep a record of all income and spending and 
establish an annual budget for the organization 

V- The events officer is expected to organize and oversee the events of the 
Sunderland Union Society, including working with partner venues, coming up 
with new event ideas, identifying suitable dates and working with other members 
to identify potential speakers. The events officer is the “engine” of the society in 
many respects. 

VI- Secretary- The Secretary is responsible for issuing formal invitations, letters and 
communications to respective speakers. The Secretary shall also keep minutes of 
meetings, and whatever else needs to be recorded. The Secretary shall also help 
manage official the email accounts of the Society and manage inbound 
communications it may receive. 

VII- The Membership Officer is tasked with organizing and establishing the 
membership policies of the Sunderland Union, and managing it accordingly. The 
Membership officer should maintain contact with existing, new and prospective 
members, particularly in collecting registration forms and working with the 
treasurer to collect payments. 

VIII- The Trustee- The Trustee is a role designed to incorporate the founder and 
creator of the Sunderland Union Society, who oversees its assets and work 
accordingly to ensure the organization is functioning properly. As such, the 
Trustee is tasked with appointing the inaugural executive committee, and shall 
work with and advise it accordingly. When all else fails, the Trustee serves as a 
caretaker of the organization, and shall hold the position until they voluntarily 
relinquish it 

IX- The members of the executive committee shall also be referred to as the “Senior 
Officers” following the structure established by Oxford and Cambridge. In 
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junction with this, the committee has the right to appoint, in order to assist with its 
work, a number of “Junior Officers” who will ideally be younger people.  

X- Junior officers may be appointed as a delegate of the Sunderland Union Society to 
represent it at given organisations, such as colleges or universities. 
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Article 4: Appointments and Elections 

I- As per above, the appointment of the first executive committee falls upon the 
Trustee. However, once an executive committee has been established, all future 
appointments (excluding the President and the Trustee) shall be determined 
through an application and interview process which the committee shall select 
together. 

II- Whilst the first President shall be appointed by the Trustee for practical purposes. 
All future Presidents must be elected by the membership via a simple majority 
voting system. One Member, One Vote. 

III- All members of the organization in good standing, including other members of the 
executive committee, are eligible to run for President. 

IV- There shall be no more than four presidential candidates at one time.  
V- A Presidential term shall last no longer than 24 months. However, there is no 

limitation to how many terms a President may pursue 
VI- A President has the right to step down at any time as they wish, but providing the 

circumstances are not severe, must offer 50 days’ notice in preparation for new 
elections 

VII- As per Article 3, if no election can be feasibly organized the right of appointment 
falls back on the Trustee in conjunction with the executive committee. 

VIII- If a sitting President has been credibly found to have engaged in: 
a. Gross or scandalous misconduct 
b. A failure to fulfil responsibilities 
c. Or any sort of act which severely damages the namesake, reputation or 

integrity of the Sunderland Union Society 
IX- If the above is valid, the committee may, by consensual agreement, host an 

emergency meeting and vote to dismiss the President accordingly. The decision 
must be immediately followed by a public announcement. 

X- If a specific allegation is made concerning a President but the facts are not clear or 
are disputed, the committee is obligated to immediately conduct an investigation 
to establish the facts, prior to making any decision 
a. Should any individual member of the executive committee similarly meet the 

criteria against established in item VIII, then the rest of the committee must 
follow the same procedures.  

b. However, contingent upon the severity and publicity of the given incident, 
there is no obligation to release a statement 

XI- The Trustee, as the founder and de-facto caretaker of the organization, is exempt 
from dismissal. In exceptional circumstances, however, he may agree to step back 
from a public role in the organization if it is absolutely necessary. 
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Article 5: Membership 

I- Membership of the Sunderland Union is open to everyone, and is not limited by 
any category or group. 

II- The Membership fee of the society is to be set by a consensus of the membership 
officer, treasurer and trustee. In principle, it should be affordable and set with a 
consideration to the organization’s goals. 
a. The Membership Officer is authorized to allow concessional membership 

schemes for those who disadvantaged in society. 
III- Membership of the Sunderland Union Society is to last one full year from the 

point of signing up. After that, membership must be renewed. 
IV- Every single member shall be assigned a unique number for recording and 

administrative purposes 
V- Members may upgrade to a lifetime membership if they wish. Such shall also be 

automatically conferred on 10 years of consistent renewal. 
VI- Those who serve on the executive committee are automatically conferred as 

lifetime members, providing they remain in good standing. 
VII- Membership permits attendance at speaking events, but some events may still 

require entry fees. 
VIII- Non-members who wish to attend events shall be charged a small fee collected at 

the gate by a designated person. 
IX- The Membership Officer, in consultation with the executive committee, reserves 

the right to make decisions related to the expulsion of members if they engage in 
misconduct or disruptive behaviour at Sunderland Union Society events. 

X- The Sunderland Union Society takes no liability or responsibility on what its 
ordinary members do outside the boundaries of the organization, and is not in a 
position to judge such unless it is directly implicated 

XI- In handling membership data, the Membership Officer, and the executive 
committee at large, are obligated to follow the laws of the Data Protection Act 
and must always uphold the privacy and confidentiality of member information 

XII- The Sunderland Union Society is strictly prohibited from using the personal 
information of members for any third-party purpose which is not affiliated with 
the goals, objectives or portfolio of the organization.  
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Article 6: Concerning this Constitution 

I- This constitution was created by the inaugural trustee on 21st September, 2022, 
who established the Sunderland Union Society.  
a. As such, the Trustee acts as the caretaker and guardian of the constitution, 

and it may not be changed without his consent, in order to maintain the 
integrity of the organization 

b. But nor on the other hand, once the constitution is operational, does the 
Trustee have any unilateral right to change it without consulting the executive 
committee 

II- All members of the executive committee, upon undertaking their positions, must 
sign a copy of this constitution and agree to abide by its terms and conditions 

III- The executive committee together, may at their wish, establish new policies to add 
to this constitution.  
a. This procedure requires a simple consensus, and focus should be placed on 

compromise and agreement 
IV- If, in unforeseen and extraordinary circumstances, existing content within this 

constitution needs to be amended or removed, then the full executive committee 
may discuss such.  
a. However, in the view of maintaining its integrity, any single member of the 

committee has a right to veto the proposal. 
b. If a rule change is deemed to be too controversial, and consensus cannot be 

found in the executive committee, then it may be put to the membership via a 
referendum. 

 


